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with magix samplitude pro x, you can do just about everything, from recording studio-ready tracks to mastering your own audio and midi tracks. create, store and recall your own custom workflows.save your ideas for advanced editing and plug-in use. pro tools is an
indispensable audio tool for working with high-end audio and video. the new multi-track interface simplifies the workflow and allows you to move between tracks without losing your settings. samplitude pro x now supports cpus with up to 32 cores. it’s just as easy to

save your ideas as it is to start recording. samplitude pro x6 suite is a total audio solution for recording, mixing and mastering. mastering is where samplitude really comes into its own as a high-quality and reliable audio toolkit. all effects included in the program have
been specially optimized for mastering tasks. easily visualize important signal properties such as peak, loudness, frequency response and phase coherence. meters can be customized for the task you use them for. the new db designer for samplitude pro x allows you

to visualize audio levels and dynamics of your mixes. with the new audio browser you can quickly find instruments and effects and control them in the samplitude pro x6 suite. use all of samplitude pro x6 suite’s audio tools together. or create your own tool-chains. and
load them in the new plug-in browser. magix samplitude pro x6 final version is a daw virtual music studio to record sounds, edit audio, mix and master sound tracks. it has a set of independent samplers with 12 gb database and virtual instruments. support is subject to
extension of the ara vst, melodyne essential and orange vocoder me company zynaptiq. ara extension vst allows a narrower interaction between samplitude and melodyne essential. legendary plugin is considered a pioneer in the field of the exact edit audio recordings

and was awarded the grammy.
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